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WSJ: AMERICA’S MIDDLE CLASS CAN’T AFFORD ITS CARS
CHEAP FINANCING PUTS BUYERS IN DEEP DEBT
  Walk into an auto dealership these days and you might 
walk out with a seven-year car loan. According to The Wall 
Street Journal, that means monthly payments that last well 
past when the brake pads give out and potentially beyond 
when the car gets traded in for a new one.
  About a third of auto loans for new vehicles taken in the first 
half of 2019 had terms of longer than six years, according to 
credit-reporting firm Experian. A decade ago, that number 
was less than 10 percent.
  Car loans that are increasingly stretched 
out are a pronounced sign that some 
American middle class buyers can’t afford a 
middle-class lifestyle. Incomes have risen at 
a sluggish pace in the past decade, but car 
prices have grown rapidly. New technological 
and safety features, such as larger and more 
sophisticated multimedia displays, have made even the 
most basic cars more expensive.
  U.S. consumers have also veered toward pricier rides 
such as SUVs that tend to dominate auto showrooms. The 
result is that consumers are seeking bigger loans than ever 
to purchase a car.
  A lending machine has revved up in response, making 
it possible for more Americans to procure a vehicle by 
spreading the debt over longer periods. Wall Street investors 
snap up these loans, which are bundled into bonds. Dealers 
now make more money on the loans their customers take 
than on the cars they sell.
  For many Americans, the availability of loans with longer 
terms has created an illusion of affordability. It has helped 
fuel car purchases that would have been out of reach with 
three-, five- or even six-year loans. “People can get into 
very expensive cars,” said Bronson Argyle, a professor at 
Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah, whose research 
focuses on consumer credit. “Households are taking on, on 
average, more risk.”
  Just 18 percent of U.S. households had enough liquid 
assets to cover the cost of a new car, according to a Wall 
Street Journal analysis of 2016 data from the Federal 
Reserve’s triennial Survey of Consumer Finances, a 
proportion that hasn’t changed much in recent years.
  Even a conservative car loan often won’t do it. The median-
income U.S. household with a four-year loan, 20 percent 
down and a payment under 10 percent of gross income 
— a standard budget — could afford a car worth $18,390, 
excluding taxes, according to an analysis by personal-
finance website Bankrate.com.
  But the size of the average auto loan has grown by about 
a third over the past decade to $32,119 for a new car, 
according to Experian. To keep payments manageable, the 
car industry has taken to adding more months to the end of 
the loan.

(Continued on Page 2)

ADVERTISER NEWS
  High demand led to shortages of Popeyes’ new Chicken 
Sandwich shortly after the item was added to the menu. 
Data from Numerator finds Gen Xers made up 43 percent 
of those buying the sandwich, followed by Boomers at 32 
percent, Millennials at 20 percent, Gen Z at 3.3 percent and 
seniors at 1.8 percent, Fast Company says... Starbucks 
has paid 8,000 farmers in El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico 
and Nicaragua $20 million to offset market prices that have 

fallen below production costs, Bloomberg 
reports. Many coffee-producing companies 
are struggling with lower prices as Brazil 
continues to increase production... Square 
is rolling out a program to allow merchants to 
accept credit cards from customers looking 
to purchase products with CBD, Forbes 
reports. The rollout, which follows a beta test 

with merchants, is intended to open up financial services 
for companies in the cannabis industry... Walmart is selling 
online women’s apparel business ModCloth, which it 
acquired in 2017, to Go Global Retail. Go Global Retail 
will invest primarily in building out ModCloth’s website, as 
ModCloth operates as a freestanding and independent 
fashion brand. Go Global Retail is a brand investment 
platform that has worked with other apparel companies 
including VF Corp., Guess and Billabong, according to its 
website... Fifty-four percent of online shoppers say they use 
a subscription service, according to a survey conducted by 
ratings and reviews platform Clutch. Dollar Shave Club is 
the leading platform of subscription box members (29%), 
followed by Ipsy (21%), Blue Apron (17%) and BarkBox 
(17%), the survey finds. HelloFresh (16%) was next, 
followed by Birchbox (14%) and Sephora Play (14%)... A 
potential buyer is preparing a bid to take control of bankrupt 
luxury department store Barneys New York and help it 
stave off liquidation, The Wall Street Journal says. A 
group of fashion executives, led by Sam Ben-Avraham, is 
preparing a bid of about $220 million, the Journal reports. 
At a bankruptcy hearing last week, Barneys’ lawyer said it 
was in negotiations with a buyer, and a judge extended the 
deadline for bids until Friday at a bankruptcy hearing. The 
bid would be subject to approval by the court... The retail 
vacancy rate in the third quarter declined to 10.1 percent, 
from the 10.2 percent of both last quarter and the third 
quarter last year, RetailDive reports. But the average mall 
vacancy rate has reached an eight-year high, inching up 
0.1 percent from last quarter to 9.4 percent, according to 
real estate research firm Reis... Family-owned Schnucks 
Markets will end the sale of tobacco products in its stores 
on Jan. 1, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch reports. “I’m sure 
that we will disappoint some customers by discontinuing the 
sale of the product,” said Todd Schnuck, CEO of the grocer. 
“But when we look at the grand scheme of things, well, 
what’s the right thing to do? And we believe discontinuing 
the sale of tobacco products is the right thing to do.”
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SURVEY: NO LETUP ON HOLIDAY SHOPPING
  The vast majority of U.S. consumers plan to spend at least 
as much this year on holiday gifts as last year, according 
to the 13th Annual Holiday Shopping Survey from 
Accenture. The global professional services company’s 
study also found a growing trend of “responsible retail,” with 
shoppers more concerned about the environmental and 
social impact of their purchases.
  The online survey of 1,500 U.S. consumers found that 
Americans expect to spend $637 on holiday shopping 
this year, on average, with approximately six in seven 
respondents planning to spend either the same (57%) or 

more (28%) than last year. On average, 
men expect to spend approximately 15 
percent more than women — $685 versus 
$588. Gift cards and clothing/footwear 
topped the list of planned purchases.
  There does appear to be a level of 
caution among consumers this year, 
however, as the percentage of those who 
anticipate spending less rose slightly 
year on year, from 11 to 15 percent. The 
two leading factors that respondents 
cited as affecting their holiday shopping 
spend are rising food bills (cited by 32% 
of respondents) and the desire to limit 

their credit card debt (31%).

WSJ: THE MIDDLE CLASS CAN’T AFFORD ITS CARS
(Continued from Page 1)
  The average loan stretches for roughly 69 months, a 
record. Some last much longer. In the first half of the year, 
1.5 percent of auto loans for new vehicles had terms of 
85 months or longer, according to Experian. Five years 
ago, these eight- and nine-year loans were practically 
nonexistent.
  As a result, a growing share of car buyers won’t pay off 
the debt before they trade in their cars for new ones, either 
because the car is in need of repairs or because they want 
a newer model. A third of new-car buyers who trade in 
their cars roll debt from old vehicles into their new loans, 
according to car-shopping site Edmunds. That is up from 
about a quarter before the financial crisis.
  Americans have been borrowing to buy their cars for 
decades, but auto debt has swelled since the financial 
crisis. U.S. consumers held a record $1.3 trillion of debt tied 
to their cars at the end of June, according to the Fed, up 
from about $740 billion a decade earlier.

GAME ON: WALT DISNEY BANS NETFLIX ADS
  Walt Disney is banning advertising from Netflix across 
its entertainment TV networks, The Wall Street Journal 
reports, a sign that the marketing wars over streaming video 
are escalating as media giants battle for subscribers.
  Disney, Comcast and AT&T are set to spend hundreds of 
millions of dollars on advertising over the next year to attract 
consumers to their new streaming-video services as they 
look to compete with industry juggernaut Netflix.
  Netflix spent $1.8 billion on advertising last year and will be 
playing defense against Hollywood’s new entrants.
  Disney earlier this year put out an edict to staffers that it 
wouldn’t accept ads from any rival streaming services, but 
later reversed course and found a compromise with nearly 
every company. The exception was Netflix.
  Netflix’s spending on advertising rose 66 percent in 2018, 
with much of that going to television.
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CABLENET CHATTER
    Fox has signed a new long-term renewal of its distribution 
agreement with Cox Communications, Broadcasting & 
Cable reports. The deal covers retransmission of the Fox-
owned stations and carriage of Fox News Channel, Fox 
Business Network, FS1, FS2, BTN and Fox Deportes...  
Meanwhile: Fox has reached a new carriage agreement 
with Dish, which ended a blackout that began Sept. 26 and 
enabled Dish and Sling TV subscribers to watch yesterday’s 
NFL games. The dispute caused the unusual situation of 
Thursday Night Football being pulled from NFL Network 
on Oct. 3. Fox’s Thursday Night Football games are normally 
simulcast on NFL Network. That meant 
that while subscribers to other distributors 
could watch the Rams-Seahawks game 
on Fox, they couldn’t on NFL Network... 
CMT will premiere game show CMT’s 
Nashville Squares on Nov. 1. Bob Saget 
hosts the show, which puts a country twist 
on Hollywood Squares. Celeb guests will 
include Carson Cressley, Gary Busey, 
Jimmie Allen, Kyle Busch, Sara Evans, 
Tanya Tucker and Ty Pennington... 
Discovery will later this month debut 
Food Network Kitchen, a standalone 
streaming service for people to watch live 
interactive cooking shows featuring Food Network stars 
such as Rachael Ray, Bobby Flay, Giada De Laurentiis 
and Martha Stewart. While those live shows will be Food 
Network Kitchen’s primary programming, Discovery will also 
be using the $6.99-a-month subscription streaming service 
to distribute past seasons of cooking shows that had aired on 
its linear networks... Bolstered by increased viewership for 
marquee live events plus multiple editions of SportsCenter 
and other studio shows, ESPN viewership rose 7 percent in 
the third quarter (July 1-Sept. 29) compared to the year before, 
from an average of 624,000 viewers to 668,000 on a total day 
basis, according to Nielsen. The increase in primetime was 
8 percent, from an average of 1,444,000 to 1,556,000, and 
included all the key Adult and Male demo groups (18-34, 18-
49 and 25-54). For the quarter, ESPN2 was up 5 percent in 
total day (from 170,000 viewers to 179,000) and 5 percent in 
primetime (from 310,000 to 327,000)... Hallmark Channel’s 
original scripted series Chesapeake Shores concluded its 
fourth season Sunday night. The finale ranked as the second 
highest-rated and most-watched scripted series of the week 
on ad-supported cable, averaging a 2.4 Household rating, 
2.3 million Total Viewers, 397,000 Women 25-54. Overall, 
the six episodes of Season 4 averaged a 2.3 Household 
rating, 2.3 million Total Viewers, and 366,000 Women 25-54.

CMOs EXPECT BIGGER MARKETING BUDGETS
  Even as talk of a recession appears to be escalating, 
61 percent of senior marketing leaders forecast that their 
budgets would expand in 2020, a new Gartner survey says.
  The study, which was reported by The Wall Street Journal, 
polled 342 marketers in North America and the UK at 
companies with $500 million or more in revenue. It found 
that 86 percent said the political and economic environment 
would be positive for business results over the next 18 to 24 
months.

David Spade

Twitter is experiencing a 
worldwide outage. If you ever 

wanted to get a job writing 
for Saturday Night Live, this 

might be the right time.


